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In October, freshmen ENG I students became Greek gods and goddesses for a research project. They
did a web quest to find information, used MLA documentation, created a presentation, dressed as the deity,
made props, and presented to their class. The project showed off students’ creativity in their costumes and
props. As students start reading The Odyssey this week, they can look back to their classmates’ presentations to understand the world of the ancient Greeks.

From left to right: Sophie Hensley, Henry Long, Pressley
Vilcinskas, Elaina Broyles, and Makenna Marcy.

From left to right: Arrick Moore, Georgia Metcalf, Ernesto
Padron, Darren Chandler, Hannah Ponder, Clayton Jenkins,
and Abe Vernon.

Adopt A Highway
By Mr. Whitney
On a cold, clear November morning, students and staff gathered to honor our friend, teacher, and mentor Adam Worley. A beloved colleague and teacher at MECHS, Adam felt community service was an important part of every students experience to become the best citizen they could be.

After gathering in the commons for some morning treats including Sunny D, doughnuts and apple juice,
we watched a brief safety video on how to avoid accidents while cleaning up our beautiful environment. We
then grabbed our orange safety vests, gloves and trash bags, all provided by the NC Dept. of Transportation. We then loaded a bus to our start point at the Madison ABTech parking lot.
Our focus section of highway connects the campuses of Madison Early College High School and the
Madison ABTech classrooms. This was chosen to highlight the connection our students have to both campuses, being both where they start their high school experience and the first stop for many on their way to the
college experience they receive by having been accepted to MECHS.
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Along the roadway we learned that cars tend to not slow down, that many are obviously not doing the
speed limit, and that it is good to keep moving on a really cold morning. It was also noted that there could
be an informal survey completed itemizing the stuff picked up along the roadway. A sample review includes:
Subway and Ingles sandwich wrappers, Ingles plastic bags, numerous sugary drink bottles, and fast food
wrappers from as far away as Mars Hill and Weaverville.
A warm thanks to Lilith Ritch and Joey O’Sullivan for arriving early enough to help lay out the food and
pickup supplies, and to all the volunteers who helped: Aaron Rupp, Sean Clausen, Scarlet Ramsay, Lizy
DeLuca, Aiden Calhoun, Sabastien Barnett, Collin Metcalf, Ekiwah Rivera, and Zara Vautrin. A special thanks
to our teachers who gave their Saturday morning sleep time: Erin Long, Julie Young, and Leslie Schoof. You
went above and beyond!
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The Library Coffee Shop in Mars Hill has a
calm atmosphere and welcoming staff who are
more than happy when serving or assisting
newcomers with any choices on the menu. The
list of items to choose from goes anywhere to
mixing flavors of smoothies to giant cookies
and other baked delights. A common favorite
on the menu during the colder weather is either
their peppermint mocha or their pumpkin latte.
Both are excellent selections regardless of if
you want them hot or iced.

Besides their selections of food and drink,
there are also many books to choose from and
read while you make yourself comfortable in
one of the many recliners or couches found
throughout the shop. If you aren’t the biggest
bookworm, test your skill and try to reach the
high score on the arcade machine found near
the back.
There are also special events called “Open
Mic Nights” where anyone from a singer to a
musician or comedian can express their skill
and passion for what they love. This event
starts at 7:30 pm and ends at 9 pm. There is a
3 performance limit unless there is time at the
end of the night, that’s when anyone who
wants to can make additional performances
during their stay.
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Letter From the Editor: How You Can Contribute
By Joe Stanis
Hello, readers of The Mustang Times. As you can see from looking to the left, I am the founder and
editor in chief of the newspaper. One of my goals for the newspaper is to make it a school-wide project; in
which everyone can contribute. So with that in the air, I invite everyone to contact either me
(jstanis@mcsstudent.net) or Mrs. Long (elong@madisonk12.net) if you would like to add something to the
newspaper.
You can submit anything you think would make the newspaper better. Some examples could be a
picture, story, comic, or an opinion. We will work with you to the end to get your piece into the newspaper.
Along with content, we could also use some help advertising. Spread the word of the newspaper to
others! We plan to have more content in future issues; with your help, we can definitely make the paper
longer.
Thank you for reading! Keep it real.
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Class Warfare: You Just Lost The Game
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Anyone wishing to move the United States left is going to have to face powerful special interests and
the most powerful oligarchy in global history. In American History, this oligarchy has only been challenged to
do minor reforms, and only when there is an imminent threat of revolution. But since we made the decision
to reject being a colony in favor of being the colonizer, there has not been a revolution in this country.
Those on the left have just been playing the game.
Wait, what is the Game?
What I mean by “the game” is exerting pressure on corporations and the very wealthy to use their
wealth for good, give up more in taxes, grant their workers rights; basically, everything that their direct
economic incentive makes them avoid. In the past 40 years, the game has gotten a lot harder. Unions have
been systematically destroyed by right to work laws (which NC has). Even the middle class are being worked
to the bone to make ends meet. Wages are stagnant, and the minimum wage is nowhere close to a living
wage.
Playing
the
game
means
fighting a daily struggle against the
best legal minds in the country being paid handsomely to find loopholes in any bill that pertains to
industries that caused the financial
crash. It means allowing these corrupt and exploitative oligarchs to
keep their power, and just hoping
they’ll realize what needs to be
done. But when someone’s fortune
depends on them not understanding
something, they will never understand it. President Obama spent
eight years meeting with congressional
Republicans
like
Mitch
McConnell, despite the fact that
their donors would never let them
cooperate on any kind of liberal or
left policy. By the end of his administration, McConnell was only more
emboldened in his opposition.
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A political revolution would actually be easier than playing the game. The game requires you to fight
against the direct economic interest of wealthy oligarchs. Pressure from inside the White House alone will
not break their power. The anger of the American people towards these rulers needs to be harnessed, and if
2020 ends with a progressive president, they should call a march on Washington that won’t stop until a
working class agenda is passed. Congress refuses to act because all of the Republicans and half of the Democrats are fighting to stop working class power—that’s their job, it’s what their donors are paying them to
do. They aren’t going to take action on healthcare, climate, mass shootings until they are forced to—their
arm is twisted by the 45th President as protesters chant outside the Houses of Congress. And if that pressure isn’t enough, they’ll face a primary challenger to their left at home. It won’t work everywhere, but it
will work enough to change the tide.
In the words of 2020 Presidential hopeful Bernie Sanders, “If there is going to be class warfare in this
country, it’s about time the working class start winning that war.”
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One of the most common and pervasive Neoliberal economic policies is tax cuts for the very rich. Since taxes are
how governments pay for things, understandably politicians
get questioned when trying to do this. Luckily they have their
trusted economist, Arthur Laffer, this guy over here
>>>>>>>>>>>
How the world created Arthur is of little importance. To
all of us, he came from President Ronald Reagan’s Economic
Policy Advisory Board, and only created his titular curve.
Finally. The best part. The Curve Itself.
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These are literally the first three Google Images results for “laffer curve”. They represent three different
levels of thinking about the completely speculative idea that when you raise taxes you don’t collect as many
taxes. The first graph (top left) is the simplest. Elegant. Contradicts both the others but doesn’t claim anything itself. You love to see it. Now, top right. It’s from an article by FEE (the Foundation for Economic Education, a libertarian [but with neoliberal economics] think tank) called “It’s Time to Stop Laughing About The
Laffer Curve”, which is hilarious. What’s also hilarious is the Growth Maximizing Point, justifying an even
lower tax rate, forcing austerity in public spending. Graph three (bottom) is least bold about the Laffer
Curve’s most outrageous claim—that higher taxes lead to lower income than some ideal number. It says
“Under certain circumstances”, it “might” happen.

I will keep laughing about the Laffer Curve.
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